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Abstract 
We analyse three different a posteriori error estimators for elliptic partial differential equations. They are based 
on the evaluation of local residuals with respect to the strong form of the differential equation, on the solution of 
local problems with Neumann boundary conditions, and on the solution of local problems with Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. We prove that all three are equivalent and yield global upper and local lower bounds for the true error. 
Thus adaptive mesh-refinement techniques based on these estimators are capable to detect local singularities of the 
solution and to appropriately refine the grid near these singularities. Some numerical examples prove the efficiency 
of the error estimators and the mesh-refinement techniques. 
Key words: A posteriori error estimators; Adaptive mesh-refinement techniques; Elliptic partial differential equa- 
tions 
1. Introduction 
In the numerical solution of practical problems of physics or engineering such as, e.g., 
computational fluid dynamics, elasticity, or semiconductor device simulation, one often encoun- 
ters the difficulty that the overall accuracy of the numerical approximation is deteriorated by 
local singularities such as, e.g., singularities arising from re-entrant corners, interior or 
boundary layers, or sharp shock-like fronts. An obvious remedy is to refine the discretization 
near the critical regions, i.e., to place more grid-points where the solution is less regular. The 
question then is how to identify those regions and how to obtain a good balance between the 
refined and unrefined regions such that the overall accuracy is optimal. 
Another closely related problem is to obtain reliable estimates of the accuracy of the 
computed numerical solution. A priori error estimates, as provided, e.g., by the standard error 
analysis for finite-element or finite-difference methods, are often insufficient, since they only 
yield information on the asymptotic error behaviour and require regularity assumptions about 
the solution which are not satisfied in the presence of singularities as described above. 
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These considerations clearly show the need for an error estimator which can a posteriori be 
extracted from the computed numerical solution and the given data of the problem. Of course, 
the calculation of the a posteriori error estimate should be far less expensive than the 
computation of the numerical solution. Moreover, the error estimator should be local and 
should yield reliable upper and lower bounds for the true error in a user-specified norm. In this 
context one should note that global upper bounds are sufficient to obtain a numerical solution 
with an accuracy below a prescribed tolerance. Local lower bounds, however, are necessary to 
ensure that the grid is correctly refined so that one obtains a numerical solution with a 
prescribed tolerance using a (nearly) minimal number of grid-points. To achieve this task, it is 
not sufficient that the a posteriori error estimator has the same asymptotic behaviour as 
standard a priori error estimates. 
In what follows we will present three a posteriori error estimators which are based on the 
evaluation of suitable local residuals (cf. [6,22,23,25]), the solution of suitable local Neumann- 
type problems (cf. [7-9,25]), and the solution of suitable local Dirichlet-type problems (cf. [5]), 
respectively. We will prove that - up to higher-order terms and constants, which are 
independent of the mesh-size - all of them yield global upper and local lower bounds for the 
true error and that these estimators are all equivalent. The proof of the upper bounds 
essentially relies on the consistency and stability of the discretization and on an integration by 
parts formula. The core of the proof of the lower bounds is a judicious choice of local 
test-functions. The equivalence of the error estimators and some of the lower bounds are new. 
In contrast to the results in [5-91, our proof does not require a super-approximation assump- 
tion of higher-order finite elements with respect to lower-order ones and does not depend on 
the polynomial degree of the underlying finite-element discretization. On the other hand, our 
estimators slightly differ from those given in [5-91. They contain local projections of the data, 
and the size of the local problems that must be solved is slightly larger when using a linear 
finite-element discretization. The use of local projections of the data in combination with exact 
integration, however, is often equivalent to the use of the exact data in combination with a 
numerical quadrature rule. 
In order to keep the formalism at a minimum and to make the ideas more transparent, we 
will restrict our analysis to a simple model problem: a conforming finite-element method for 
the two-dimensional Poisson equation with mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions. 
The error estimators and the corresponding results, however, can be generalized to other 
discretizations uch as, e.g., nonconforming finite-element or Petrov-Galerkin methods, and to 
more complicated problems such as, e.g., the two- or three-dimensional Navier-Stokes or 
elasticity equations or the equations used in semiconductor device simulation (cf. [22-251). We 
will shortly comment on some of these generalizations. 
Disposing of an a posteriori error estimator, an adaptive mesh-refinement process has the 
following general structure. 
(1) Construct an initial coarse mesh 7” representing sufficiently well the geometry of the 
problem. Put k := 0. 
(2) Solve the discrete problem on Yk. 
(3) For each element T in S,, compute the a posteriori error estimate. 
(4) If the estimated global error is sufficiently small, then stop. Otherwise, decide which 
elements have to be refined and construct the next mesh sk+i. Replace k by k + 1 and return 
to step (2). 
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This algorithm is best suited for stationary problems. For transient calculations it must be 
modified suitably (cf. [l-3,11,12,15,21]). 
In what follows, we will describe some strategies to perform step (4) above, i.e., to choose the 
elements for refinement and to construct the next mesh. A more detailed overview on this topic 
may be found in [25] and the literature cited there. Numerical examples will show the efficiency 
of these strategies and of the a posteriori error estimators presented before. 
2. The model problem and its discretization 
We consider the Poisson equation with mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions 
au 
-Au =f, in 0, U =g,,, on rn7 
an- 
-& On TN7 (2.1) 
in a connected, bounded, polygonal domain fi C [w2 with boundary r and To Ur, = r, 
&j”&=@, r,,+@. 
For any open subset o of 0 with Lipschitz boundary y we denote by L2(w>, Hk(o) and 
L2(y>, k 2 1, the standard Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces, respectively, equipped with the norms 
II * llo,w := II * I(L2cwj, II . Ilk,,, := II * llHqwj and II . IIo,y := II * IIL2cvj. The inner products of L2(o> and 
L2(y> are denoted by ( *, . >, and ( -, *I,,, respectively. 
Put 
I/:= {U EH’(R): u = 0 on rD}. (2.2) 
The standard weak formulation of problem (2.1) then is: Find u E g, + V such that 
(vU, vU), = (f, v>fl + (gN7 U)rN, vU E V’. (2.3) 
It is well known that problem (2.3) admits a unique solution. 
Denote by Yj, a family of triangulations of 0 which satisfies the following conditions. 
(1) Any two triangles in S, share at most a common edge or a common vertex. 
(2) The triangulations are shape regular, i.e., for all triangles the ratio of the radius of the 
smallest circumscribed ball to that of the largest inscribed ball is bounded by a constant which 
does not depend on the triangle and on h. 
Condition (2) is equivalent to the condition that the minimal angle of all triangles is bounded 
away from zero. 
Denote by Pm,d, m > 1, d > 1, the space of polynomials of degree G m in d variables and 
Put 
v, := ( EC@): UlTEPk,2, VTEYj, u=Oon r,). (2.4) 
We then consider the following finite-element discretization of problem (2.3): Find u,, E g, + V, 
such that 
(V&T WJn = (f, %Jf2 + (&w %JI+ vu, E v,. P-5) 
One easily checks that problem (2.5) admits a unique solution. For practical computations one 
usually will replace g, by some suitable finite-element approximation g,,,. This will introduce 
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additional higher-order terms of the form llgp - gD,hlIO,r, in the estimates of Propositions 
4.2-4.4 below. 
In what follows, u and u,, will always refer to the unique solutions of problems (2.3) and 
(2.51, respectively. Moreover, c, cr, c2,. . . will denote various constants which only depend on 
R and on the constant in condition (2) above. 
3. The a posteriori error estimators 
Before presenting the a posteriori error estimators, we introduce some notations. 
For T E 7, we denote by 8(T) and N(T) the set of its edges and vertices, respectively. Let 
be the sets of all edges and vertices, respectively, in the triangulation. We split Z,, and _Nh in 
the form 
r?Y h,p := {E Ezh: E cr,}, gh,N := {E E8Yh: EC&}, 
Jy- h,n := {x EJtrh: x E&)}, A”h,N := {x E/Vh: x ET& 
For T E S, and E E k?Yh, we denote by h, and h, their diameter and length, respectively. 
Condition (2) Section 2 implies that all the ratios h,/h,, T E Yh, E E 8(T), and h,/h.,, T, 
T’ E Yjj, N(T) f~ H(T’) # 0, are bounded from above and from below by constants which only 
depend on the constant in condition (2). 
For TEY~, EEZ~ and x~JZrh let 
*T:= (J T’, wE := U T’, o, := U T’ 
ZYT)nZXT’)#O E E~Y(T’) x E_N(T’) 
(see Fig. 1) and put 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Fig. 1. Domains oT, wE and w,. 
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Moreover, denote by $T and I,/J~ cut-off functions which are uniquely defined by the following 
properties: 
SUPP (CIT = T, &- E h,, > *T 2 0, y-z; h-(4 = L (3.3) 
and 
SUPP $ECOE, @q+fl2,2> ~‘T’-% & 2 0, max eE(x) = 1. (34 XEWE 
Given E E 2Yh,n and 4 E ~~(0,) with 4 I T’ E C(T’), VT’ c wE, we denote by [41E the b-w 
of 4 across E in an arbitrary, but fixed direction. Put 
R,(u,) := ( 
V’E E &,,N, 
(3.5) 
I 0, V’E E gh,,,, 
and 
R&J := I&-j- + Au,, VT E &, (3.~) 
where flE and 17, are the L2 projectors of L2(r,) and L2(n> onto the space of piecewise 
constant functions with respect to Z?h,N and Yh. 
The first error estimator simply is a weighted combination of the residuals R,(u,) and 
R,(u,). It is given by 
77 r,R := h$Il&(~,)Il& + 
i 
c ~,l~&(u,)ll;;,~)~‘~, VTEYh. (3.7) 
E G%“(T)\8-,,D 
This estimator was first proposed and analysed for problem (2.1) in one dimension in [61. It was 
generalized to the Navier-Stokes equations in [22-251. 
The second error estimator is based on the solution of local Neumann problems. For any 
T E &, it is given by 
77 r,~ := II&,, b,T, (3.8) 
where ur- N E VT is the unique solution of 
(VU;_,,, I%), = (&(%)~ 4T + c (U%L 45~ WE vr* (3.9) 
EE~(T)\~~,~ 
Problem (3.9) is a discrete version of the following Poisson equation with mixed Neumann-Di- 
richlet boundary conditions: 
-A+ =R.(u,), in T, 
IL=o, on dTf~r,,, 
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It admits a unique solution since the functions in V, vanish at the vertices of T. The estimator 
qTN was first analysed in [7] and then generalized to the Navier-Stokes equations in 
[8,9,22-251. 
The third error estimator is based on the solution of local Dirichlet problems. For any 
xE~V~~U~V~~,itisgivenby 
where u x n E uh + V, is the unique solution of 
(3.11) 
Problem (3.11) is a discrete version of the following Poisson equation with mixed Neumann-Di- 
richlet boundary conditions: 
-&=I7,f, in w,, 
rCI=Uh, on am,\&, 
The estimator qr,n was introduced in [5]. 
Obviously, the evaluation of ~r,~ requires less work than the evaluation of qT,N, which in its 
turn is less expensive than the evaluation of qX,n. 
We end this section with some general remarks on the principal structure of the error 
estimators described above and their generalization to more complicated problems. 
(1) For low-order finite-element methods, the jump terms R&u~) are crucial. Consider, for 
example, the case of a harmonic function, i.e., problem (2.1) with f = 0 and r,, = r, and its 
approximation by continuous, piecewise linear functions, i.e., k = 1. Then RT(uR) = 0, VT E S,, 
u,, E V,, but u,, is of course not harmonic, since it is not contained in H*(a). The jumps of the 
normal derivatives, i.e., R,(u,), measure the discrepancy between H’(0) and H*(a). Equa- 
tion (4.22) below shows that the R,(u,)-terms are also implicitly present in qX,n. 
(2) R,(u,) is th e residual on T of uh with respect to the strong form of the differential 
equation. R,(u,) is the jump across E of that boundary operator applied to uh that is 
canonically associated with the strong and the weak form of the differential equation. Thus, 
RE(uh) is only effected by the principal part of the differential operator. If one adds, e.g., a 
convection term b Vu to equation (2.11, Z?,(u,) remains unchanged whereas a term b Vuh 
must be added to R,(u,J. 
(3) Problems (3.9) and (3.11) are local analogues of problem (2.5) using higher-order 
elements. For nonlinear problems, however, one can linearize the local problems around the 
computed numerical solution uh. For the Navier-Stokes equations, e.g., it is thus sufficient to 
solve local Stokes problems. In the local problems one can similarly neglect lower-order terms 
of the differential operator, provided the local mesh-size is small enough. Thus, one can, e.g., 
neglect the convection b Vu if the local Peclet number J~rllbll~~(~) is small enough. 
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(4) For the model problem it is quite easy to check that problems (3.9) and (3.11) are 
well-posed. For other problems such as, e.g., the Stokes equations one has to carefully choose 
the finite-element spaces V, and V, in order to obtain well-posed local problems (cf. [22,25]). 
(5) The proof of the lower bounds of Propositions 4.2-4.4 below relies on the fact that 
R,(u,) and R,(u,) belong to finite-dimensional spaces. Thus it requires the approximation of 
f and g, by suitable piecewise polynomial functions. It is, however, not necessary to use 
piecewise constant approximations or L2 projections. We restrict ourselves to this choice simply 
for convenience. The approximation of the data f and g, is not used in [.5-71. For practical 
computations, however, the terms appearing on the right-hand side of (3.71, (3.9) and (3.11) 
must be evaluated by some numerical quadrature rule. In many cases this is equivalent to the 
use of a finite-element approximation of the data in combination with exact integration. 
4. Lower and upper bounds for the error estimators 
We first construct an extension opetator P : C(E) + C(T), T E Yk, E E k?(T), which maps 
P m 1, m E N, into Pm2. To this end, let T pe the reference triangle with vertices (0, 01, (1, 0) and 
(0,’ l), and I? the e’dge [O, 11 X IO} of T. Denote by F, : R2 + R2 the orientation-preserving 
aJfine Jransformation which maps T onto T and E onto E. Define the extension operator 
P : C(E) + C(T) by 
F&(X, y) =6(x), V&E C(E), 
A 
(x, Y) E T. (4.1) 
Then P is given by 
Pa := [I;@ 0 FT)] 0 F,‘, VGE C(E). (4.2) 
Note that PO is constant along lines parallel to E’ where E’ is the edge of T which has the left 
end-point of E as its right end-point. Here, the orientation of edges is induced by the exterior 
normal of T (see Fig. 2). 
Lemma 4.1. Let m E N. There exist constants c1,. . . ,c4, which only depend on m and the constant 
in condition (2) of Section 2, such that the following inequalities hold for all T E Yh, E E g(T), 
c$ E L’(T) n P,+ (T E L2(E) n P,,l: 
II+#4O,T G llddlO,T, (4.3) 
ll~~‘24Jllo,7- 2 C~II~lIll,T, (44 
Fig. 2. Level lines of Pa. 
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II$~dlO,E G lIdO,E, (4.5) 
lI~~‘*oII”,E a C*IIdO,E, (4.6) 
c,h~*llallo,E =G Il~~‘*fwlO,T G C,~y211dlo,E. (4.7) 
Proof. Inequalities (4.3) and (4.5) immediately follow from 0 < JITA< 1, 0 < $E < 1. 
In order to prove the inequalities (4.4) and (4.61, we define 4 := 4 0 F, and & := u 0 FT. 
Observing that +r 0 F, = $f and ccIE 0 FT = qbi, we obtain 
ll#‘2~llo,T = ldet DF, I 1’211t#‘2d;ll~,~t IId&- = ldet DF, I 1’211~11~ f , ) 
ll$q2dI0,E = ~fE/211~~‘2~ll”,~_, IIdlO,E = ~~*11~ll,,i. 
The inequalities now follow from the fact that all norms are equivalent on the finite-dimen- 
sional spaces P, 2 and P,,i, respectively. 
Inequality (4.f) finally follows from the above equations, the identity 
II~~~*PallO,~ = ldet DF, I 1’211+,&~2~~ll~,~, 
the estimate 
_ch, G I det DF, I”* < Ehh,, 
where* c, C only depend on the constant in condition (2) of Section 2, and the fact that 
lj@~‘*P&IlO,~ defines a norm on P,,i which is equivalent to Il&llo,g. •I 
Now we are ready to prove that the error estimator 17 T,R yields global upper and local lower 
bounds for the error IIu - z~~lli,~. 
Proposition 4.2. There are constants c5, c6, which only depend on the polynomial degree k and the 
constant in condition (2) of Section 2, such that 
and 
VT,R G c6 lb - U/$,wT + c h$llf- ~Tflli,T' 
T’cw~ 
l/2 
+ c hEllgN-~EgNII;,~ 
1 
, ‘j=yh. (4.9) 
EEB(T)~~~,N 
Proof. Denote by I,, the operator which associates with each w E H2(0) the continuous 
piecewise linear function interpolating w in the points of JV~. Let w E H*(n) with w = 0 on T,, 
be arbitrary. We then have Zhw E V, c V and 
llw --#d",T< C7hTIb'h,T, WE yj, 
IIW - z,wll0,E G C&~211~410,0E, VE ~87~. 
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Using the orthogonality 
(I+ - %J, VU/Jo = 0, v’u, E I$, 
and integration by parts, we obtain 
(V(u - u/J, Vw)fi = (V(u - +), V(w -&w)), 
= (f, w - Qv), + (giV w -@+-N 
75 
(4.10) 
+ c (Au,, w-Z,w),- i w-z,w TE.Fh 
= c (Mu,) +f-&L w - z,,w), + c (&(&J~ w - ZhW), 
Ts3, EE%., 
+ c (q&J +g, 4&N, w -zhw)E 
EEgh,N 
< C, c {h,ll&(u,)ll”,T + hTllf- n~fkLTjllvwll”,T 
TE‘Yh 
+ cg c h’,/211~,(~,)ll”,Ell~~llo,w, 
EEgh,, 
+ C8 c {h~211RE(UJ10,E + +%, - ~7EgNl10,E}llwl”.wE 
EEEh.N 
+ c h&N -Il,g,llL 
EEgh.N 
This proves inequality (4.8) since {w E H2(0>: w = 0 on T,} is dense in I/ and since 
sup (V(u - u/J, Vu) >, qJb - qJll,R. (4.11) 
L’ E v 
IlL~lll,r2= 1 
In order to prove inequality (4.9), let T E Yh. Let w E H’(w,) with w = 0 on k+\(aT n r,). 
Extending w by 0 outside oT to a function in I/ and using integration by parts for the Uh-terms, 
we .obtain 
e(W) := c (R,‘(u,), W)T’ + c PM%)~ W)E 
T’cwT E+=‘(T)\g,,, 
=(nT.f-f, w)wT+ (v(u-uh)y vw)w7+ (IIEgN-gNY W)aTnr,’ 
Let T’ c wT and put wTJ := (CITJRT’(uh). Observing that supp wTC c T’ and 
(4.12) 
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we conclude from Lemma 4.1 and (4.12) that 
C:IIR&Jll&’ G E(WT’) 
and thus 
< IIRr(u,)llo,~~(llf-~~fII 0,T’ + qo&-my~ - UJlO,T’}, 
II~&JlI0,r < CJf- 17,fIlOJ~ + C&m+ - Uh)llO,T’. 
Let E E 8(T) n 2?h,n and put wE := $EP(RE(~h)). Using 
Il~w,Ilo ,OE G q&111WEI10,0E9 
we obtain from Lemma 4.1 and (4.12) and (4.13) that 
(4.13) 
x & {C,hglf- &fIIO,T” + c,c,,h,1’211V(~ - UJlO,T” + ~~~~211~,~~(~~)llo.~~~} 
Q llR,(u:)llo,r c (C14W211f- &flI O,T” + C,,fp211V(~ - U,)llO,TJ~}, 
T”Cw E 
and thus 
llR,(u,)II 0,E G c {c1&Y2 Ilf- II,fIlO,T~~ + c,,~,“211v(~ - uh)llo,r~~}. (4.14) 
TncuE 
Now, let E E 8(T) n 8’h,N and wE := 51/,P(R,(u,)). Observing that in this case WE = T, we 
obtain with the same arguments as above 
~;lI&(~Jllb G +E) - ( RT("h), WE)T 
< llR,(u,)llo,~(c,h’,/~11f- nTfhl,T + C&&1’211V(U - %z)h 
+~&‘~llR~(~~)llo,~ + lkN - 17,g,llo,& 
and thus 
)JRE(uh)JJO,~ < C1,h~1’211v(~ - ~h)~~~,~ + C1&g211f- nTfilO,T + c;21k, - IT,g.llO,E. 
(4.15) 
Estimates (4.13)-(4.15) immediately imply inequality (4.9). 0 
Before considering the other error estimators, we want to make some remarks concerning 
Proposition 4.2 and its proof. 
(1) The terms hTllf - n,fllo,~ and hy211g, - nEgNllo,E are higher-order perturbations. 
(2) The stability estimate (4.11) is a consequence of the coercivity result 
llvull;,n 2 collull:,n, kfz.4 E I/. 
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We prefer estimate (4.11) upon the above estimate, since an analogon of the former also holds 
for more complicated problems such as, e.g., the Stokes equations, whereas an analogon to the 
latter is no longer valid. 
(3) The orthogonality (4.10) follows from the conformity of the finite-element spaces. For 
nonconforming methods, the consistency error then appears on the right-hand side of (4.10). 
Proposition 4.2 still holds, provided the consistency error is a higher-order perturbation as the 
terms discussed in (1) above. The same remark applies to certain Petrov-Gale&in methods 
where higher-order terms used for the stabilization of the method appear on the right-hand 
side of (4.10) (cf., e.g., [24,25]). 
The following proposition shows that the error estimators qr,R and ~r,~ are essentially 
equivalent. Combined with Proposition 4.2 it implies bounds for qT,N similar to inequalities 
(4.8) and (4.9). 
Proposition 4.3. The following estimates hold for all T E 7,: 
TT,N GC18qT,R, (4.16) 
(4.17) 
where c18, cl9 only depend on the polynomial degree k and the constant in condition (2) of Section 
2. 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary T E 7,. Since the functions in vr vanish at the nodes of T, we 
have 
b#&,T < C&Tilv$lh,T, hf' E vT, ~-6 9,~ 
Il~llo,~ < ~21h~211Wllo,~, V+ E VT, TE Y-j,, EGF’(T). 
Taking ZA~,~ as test-function in (3.9) and using the above estimates, we immediately obtain 
inequality (4.16). 
In order to prove inequality (4.17), let T’ CC+- and E E 8(T)\gh ,,. Observing that the 
functions wT, and wE used in the proof of Proposition 4.2 are admissible test-functions for 
problem (3.9) corresponding to T’ and T” with E E 8(Y), we conclude that 
~fIlRT~(~h)lli?,~’ < E(WT~) = (VuTp,N, VWT~)T~ GC22h~~'llRTf(Uh)llo,T'~Tf,N (4.18) 
and 
< C2311&(+)110,~ c {hil’*‘+N +h~*llR,~(Uh)IIO,T”}, (4.19) 
T”Co E 
where nE E (1, 2) is the number of triangles sharing the edge E. Estimates (4.18) and (4.19) 
immediately imply inequality (4.17). •I 
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The next proposition shows that the error estimators qx,_+ and nT,? and, hence, nx,n and 
nTN, too, are essentially equivalent. Together with Proposmon 4.2 it implies bounds for qX,o 
similar to inequalities (4.8) and (4.9). 
Proposition 4.4. The following estimates hold for all x E JV,,~ u JV~,~: 
77~,R G c2s c 
x’EJ~‘(T)\JE’,,,~ 
(4.21) 
where Cam, c25 only depend on the polynomial degree k and the constant in condition (2) of Section 
2. 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary x E J+‘“~,~ U JT~,~. Integration by parts of the u,-terms and (3.11) 
yield 
(4.22) 
Taking u,,~ - uh as test-function and observing that (u,,n - uh) 1 T’ E VT,, VT’ C wx, this implies 
inequality (4.20). 
In order to prove the inequality (4.211, consider an arbitrary T E Fh. Let T’ COT and E E 
g(T) \gh,n. Observing that the fUnCtiOnS wT' and wE used in the proof of Proposition 4.2 are 
admissible test-functions for problem (3.11) corresponding to x E H(T’) and x E E, respec- 
tively, we conclude from (4.22) that 
1 
< c26 II RT&,) II O,T’ 
(4.23) 
and 
1 
=- n: x tMg,M { (v(+,, - %z), vw~)oE - c (RT”(ud7 w&r’) 
h.D 
T" cw E 
X’EE 
< c27 II &(‘,) 11 O,i? 
= i 
h$‘*?‘,c,D + c h, 
X“=M(T)\H,,,D 
X’EE 
T”cw 
“* II RT+,) II O,Tf’) > 
E 
(4.24) 
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where ~1, E (1, 2, 3} and n\ E (1, 2) are the numbers of nodes in JV,, o UJV;, N which are shared 
by T and T’ and by T and E, respectively. Estimates (4.23) and (4.24)’ immediately imply 
inequality (4.21). •I 
The constants in Propositions 4.2-4.4 mainly depend on the shape regularity of the 
triangulation 7,. When using an adaptive mesh generation technique as described in the 
Introduction, the latter essentially depends on the shape regularity of the coarsest mesh. 
Hence, a proper choice of the coarsest mesh may strongly influence the quality of the error 
estimators. A more detailed analysis of this aspect can be found in [4,13]. 
5. Adaptive mesh-refinement techniques 
In this section we give a short overview on different mesh-refinement echniques. For a more 
detailed presentation and for comments on the required data structures, see [251 and the 
literature cited there. In what follows we will always assume that on a given mesh Yh we have 
computed local estimates nr, T E Yh, of the true error of the finite-element discretization. 
One possibility to obtain an optimal mesh is to minimize C Tt Yhn+ under the constraint that 
the number of unknowns does not exceed a user-prescribed number (cf. [14]). This approach is 
rather costly. 
Another possibility is to use some kind of local extrapolation to predict where further 
refinement may be advantageous. More precisely, assume that we have already computed nT 
and nr,, where T’ is obtained by some refinement of T, and that we want to decide whether a 
further refinement of T’ may be desirable. Then it is often quite reasonable to assume that the 
errors locally behave like chY, with unknown constants c and y. One may use qr and nT’ to 
estimate c and y. These estimates then give a prediction of the error on a refinement of T’. 
Finally, one can heuristically argue that a mesh is optimal when the error is equidistributed 
[5,17]. This leads to the strategy: refine all T with nr > y maxT,EYhnT’. Here, 0 < y < 1 is a 
given threshold, typically y = 0.5. This strategy is very cheap and often yields satisfactory 
results. It is used in the numerical examples below. 
Having decided which elements should be refined, one has to choose how to perform the 
actual refinement. This depends on the element geometry. For quadrilaterals it is most useful 
to refine them by connecting the mid-points of their edges. Triangles either may be cut into 
four new ones by connecting the mid-points of their edges or may be bisected by connecting the 
mid-point of one edge to the vertex opposite to it. The first possibility obviously produces 
similar triangles, whereas the second one may lead to increasingly acute triangles. Essentially 
two strategies have been developed to avoid this undesirable effect. In the longest-edge 
bisection, triangles may only be bisected by dividing their longest edge (cf. [l&19]). In the 
marked-edge bisection, triangles may only be cut along a marked edge. Initially one marks 
exactly one edge of each triangle in the coarsest mesh. When bisecting a triangle, its unmarked 
edges become the marked edges of the two new triangles (cf. [20]). For the refinement of 
tetrahedra, see [lo]. For the comparison of different refinement strategies, see [16]. 
All these strategies must be complemented by rules how to cope with hanging nodes, i.e., 
points where condition (1) of Section 2 is violated. The simplest and most efficient way to do 
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Fig. 3. Red, green and blue refinement of a triangle. 
this for quadrilateral meshes is to treat the hanging nodes as spurious degrees of freedom, i.e., 
to fix the value of the finite-element functions in these points to be a suitable interpolation of 
their values corresponding to neighbouring regular nodes. For triangular meshes it is best to 
introduce auxiliary bisected triangles. Different strategies to avoid too acute auxiliary triangles 
are described in [25]. In the numerical examples below we use the following strategy. 
When passing to the next triangulation, we call a triangle 
(1) red, if it is cut into four new ones by joining the mid-points of its edges; 
(2) green, if ‘t I is cut into two new triangles by joining the mid-point of the longest edge to 
the vertex opposite to this edge; and 
(3) blue, if it is cut into three new triangles by joining the mid-point of its longest edge to the 
vertex opposite to this edge and to the mid-point of one of the remaining edges (see Fig. 3). 
Then hanging nodes are avoided using the following rules. 
(1) A triangle having three hanging nodes is red. 
(2) A triangle having two hanging nodes is blue, if one of them lies on the longest edge of 
the triangle; otherwise it is red. 
(3) A triangle having one hanging node is green, if the hanging nodes lies on its longest 
edge; otherwise it is blue. 
Note, that rules (2) and (3) may introduce new hanging nodes. However, one can prove that 
the refinement process according to the above rules is finite. Moreover, rules (2) and (3) 
guarantee that condition (2) of Section 2 is satisfied. 
6. Numerical examples 
We consider two numerical examples: problem (2.1) in a circular domain L! = {(r, 4): 
0 < Y < 1, 0 < 4 G CX} with (Y = 1.5 n for the first example and (Y = 27r for the second one and 
Fig. 4. Example 1, initial triangulation. 
Fig. 5. Example 1, 4 refinement steps, 318 triangles, 183 nodes. 
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Fig. 6. Example 1, 7 refinement steps, 2298 triangles, 1209 nodes. 
Fig. 7. Zoom of [ - $, $1 x [ - $, $1 in Fig. 6. 
Fig. 8. Example 2, initial triangulation. 
Fig. 9. Example 2, 4 refinement steps, 424 triangles, 240 nodes. 
Fig. 10. Example 2, 7 refinement steps, 2832 triangles, 1482 nodes. 
Fig.ll.Zoomof[-i,i]x[-i,$]inFig.lO. 
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Table 1 
Comparison of uniform and adaptive refinement 
Example Refinement L NT 
1 Uniform 5 3072 
TT,R 7 2298 
77T.~ 7 3108 
77X.D 7 2738 
2 Uniform 5 4096 
VT,R 7 2832 
77T,~ 7 2678 
77&D 7 2792 
NN E, 
1375 0.0175 
988 0.0155 
1342 0.0106 
1213 0.0136 
1371 0.0412 
1240 0.0210 
1162 0.0217 
1220 0.0215 
4 
0.80 
0.95 
1.05 
0.75 
0.90 
0.95 
Tt TS 
10 107 
14 105 
51 190 
76 148 
13 142 
17 110 
42 98 
65 105 
f= 0 and r, = r for both examples. For both examples, the exact solution is given in polar 
coordinates by 
The discretization uses continuous, piecewise linear 
estimator is v~,~. A triangle is refined if its estimated 
maximal error. 
finite elements, i.e., k = 1. The error 
error is at least half of the estimated 
Figs. 4-11 show for all examples the initial triangulations together with two refined 
triangulations and zooms of the refinement near the critical regions. When using the estimator 
~r,~ or qx,u, the results are very similar. 
Table 1 gives a comparison of uniform and adaptive refinement strategies for examples 1 and 
2. Here L, NT, NN, E,, q, Tt and Ts are the number of refinement steps, the number of 
triangles, the number of unknowns, the relative error in the H’-norm, the ratio of the predicted 
value of II u - uh )I l,R to the true one, the time in seconds needed for mesh-generation, and the 
time in seconds required for the solution of the discrete problems. All computations were done 
on a Macintosh 11x. Note that the solution algorithm could be accelerated, since it does 
superfluous work when only a few unknowns are added during the refinement process. 
Table 1 shows that qr,N and qX,o give slightly better information about the numerical value 
of the error than qT,R. Figs. 4-11, however, show that the latter efficiently detects the regions, 
where the mesh must be refined. 
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